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COMPRESSOR INGET STAGE AT TRANSONIC SNIET RELATIVE MACH N"EERS w 
Ei 
(r, I1 - STAGE AND BLAc[E-HX"NT P-E 
By John C. hbntgomery and fiederick W. Glaser 
An investigation was conducted t o   d e t d n e   t h e   f e a s i b i l i t y  of in- 
s creasing the specific weighthflow of a transonic axid-flow compressor inlet stage by decreasing'the hub-tip ratio. A transonic axial-flow 
inlet   stage  with a hub-tip r a t i o  of 0.4 was designed t o  produce a to t a l -  
pressure rat'io of 1.35 at a.corrected specif ic  weight flow of 34.9 pounds 
per second per square foot of ro to r  f ron ta l  area. The design and over- 
all performance of the   ro tor  f o r  the st&e w e r e  reported previously in 
the f i r s t  phase of this investigation. The current phase of the inves- 
tigation.was conductea t o  determine the blade-element Etnd the  over-all 
performance of the complete stage. 
P . 
At design corrected tip-speed of lo00 feet   per  second, the design 
stage total-pressure  ra t io  of 1.35 was obtained at a corrected specific 
weight flow of 34.0 pounds per second per square foot of f ron ta l  area a t  
an adiabatic efficiency of 0.86. Peak eff ic iencies  of 0.88, 0.91, and 
0.94 w e r e  obtained at 100, 80, and 60 percent design speed, respectively. 
Simplified design procedures which neglect entropy and curvature terms 
in the equations of motion are not   suff ic ient ly   accurate   for   the  deter-  
mination of velocity  distributions and flow .angles in   the   des ign  of tran- 
sonic axial-flow compressor stages with low hub-tip  ratios and high pres- 
sure ra t ios .  
The increased loss at  the   ro to r   t i p   s ec t ion   fo r  a low hub-tip  ratio 
rotor may be at t r ibuted  to   increased loading f o r  r e l a t ive  inlet Mach 
numbers  up to 1.05. For the given rotor design, significant total- 
pressure  losses   a t t r ibutable . to  mixing losses and probe errors existed. 
1 The lEtrge losses experienced a t   t he   s t a to r  hub section were attri- 
buted t o   t h e   r a d i a l  inward s h i f t  of the outer-casing boundary layer  and 
to   the  high  inlet   absolute  Mach number. 
c 
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INTRODUCTION 
TurboJet engines. with. &ow r a t io s  of engine  weight t o  thrust must be U 
developed fo r  a i r c ra f t  propulsion. at high . f l i gh t  speeds-; One method of 
increasing the engine thrust without apprecia3iy increasirig the engine 
weight is  to increase- the weight flow per Unq f rontal   area through the '  
engine. This can be accomplished by utilizi-ng -a- transonic inlet stage 
i n  a multistage axial-flow compressor. AxiaJ"fl0w compressor stages 
operating i n  the transonic region ofrelative,  inlet  Mach number (refs. 
1 and 2 ) produce high pressure ratio, high efficiency, and high weight 
flow per unit frontal area. In  reference 2, 8 transonic inlet- stage with 
a 0.5 hub-tip diameter r a t i o  w a s  design& t o   b & c e  high "pressure rat io ,  
high eff ickncy,  and high weight.. flow per unit   frontal   area.   Further 
increases i n  weight flow per   uni t   f rontal  && through a transonic inlet 
stage can b-ccoqlished by either increasing the M e t  axial Mach num- 
ber or by decreasing the hub-tip -diameter ratio. The transonic axial- 
flow compressor stage used in this investigation (ref.  3) was designed 
pr imari ly   to  determine the   feas ib i l i ty  of increasing the weight flow per 
unit  f rontal  area by reducing the hub-ti9 diajnetc ratio t o  0.4. The 
over-all performance of the rotar without the stator blades is presented 
in reference 3. The blade-element perf0rmanc.e o f  the rotor, the-blade- 
element performance.of the stators, and the over-all performance of the 
st'kge based on detailed instrument surveys ar$ presented herein. The 
rotor-blade-element data are presented for corrected %ip speeds of 600, 
800, 1000, and 1050 fee t  per second. The stator-blade-element data and 
the over-all stage performance date. are pres;+ied :for r o t 6  corrected t€p 
speeds of 600, 800, and loo0 feet per second.: 
- " . . " -. . - " . . .. - 
- -1 
Rotor Design 
The rotor design is presented in detail . i n  reference 3 .  Simple ra- 
dial equilibrium conditions which neglect.entropy and curvature terms i n  
the equations of motion were assumed for velocity-distribution calcula- '  
t ions .  The rntor was.designed t o  produce a.p;ressure r a t i o  of 1.35 a t  a 
specif ic  weight flow of 34.9 pounds per second per square foot frontal 
area and a t i p  speed of 1000 f e e t  per second: The diameter of the rotor  
was 14 inches, and the inlet hub-tlp diamete r a t i o  was 0.4. The design 
i n l e t   r e l a t i v e  Mach number varied from 0.70 a t   t he  hub t o  1.10 a t  the 
t i p .  The rotor  was designed for  constant energy addition a t  all r a d i i  
(vortex type) and.employed double-clrcular-arc blade prorile sections. 
A t  the t i m e  the rotor was designed, very limited data were available on" 
the performance of the high-speed circular-arc blades. As a consequence, 
assumptions for the blade performance had tr, be . m e .  Orre o f  these BB- 
sumptiom, which the blade-element performance data will show was not 
adequate, was that the optimum incidence angle at all r a d i i  was 3'. A 
summary of the rotor-blade design values and'geometry is given in   t ab l e  I 
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Stator De6 ign 
rc The s t a to r s   fo r  t h i s  inlet-stage  investigation were designed t o  re- 
turn  the rotor-outlet  a i r  back t o  the axial   d i rect ion so that high rela- 
t i ve  inlet Mach numbers could be obtained f o r  succeeding stage designs. 
me stator design air - m e t  angle ( m e a s u r e d  from the axial direction) 
varied from 25.7' at the t i p  t o  42 .Oo at the hub. The design inlet ab- 
solute Mach number varied from 0.638 at the t i p  t o  0.784 a t  the hub. 
NACA 65"series blade profiies were used for the  s ta tors ,  and standard 
blade sect ion for  each radius. A constant blade chord of 2 inches and 
a constant blade thickness-to-chord ratio of 0.06 were used. The stator-  
blade-design values and geometry are presented i n  table 11. In the table 
are included values of equivdent circular-arc camber and incidence angle 
which were obtained by approximating the mACA blade by a circular-arc 
blade of equal mean-line camber height' and chord. The design stator- 
ou t le t  annulus area was  ad3~sted t o  maintain the design  ratio of axid 
E cn procedures as  outlined in reference 4 were followed in selecting the 
2. v e l o c i t y   t o   t i p  speed of 0.647 throughout the stage. The deaign  outlet 
h &I1z1ulus was then  arbitrari ly  increased 6 percent t o  a l l o w  for   the  as- 
d sumed growth of the wall boundary layer. 
m 
Compressor Ins ta l la t ion  
The compressor ins ta l la t ion  is the same as that described in ref- 
erence 3 except that stator blades w e r e  added to  obtain the over-al l  
stage and stator-blade-element performance. 
Instrumentation 
The ax ia l  measuring s ta t ions used t o  observe the stage performance 
conditions *axe shown i n  figure 1. Stations 1 (located- 1/2 in. upstream 
of the  rotor-blade hub leading edges) and 2 (located 1/2 in. downstream 
of the  rotor-blade hub trailing edges} w e r e  used t o  observe the rotor- 
i n l e t  and -outlet conditions, respectively. Station 3 (located 1 in. 
damstream of the stator-blade hub t r a i l i n g  edges) wa6  used t o  observe 
the stator-outlet conditions. 
Measurements a t  the three axial stat ions w e r e  made at f i v e  major 
radial stations located a t  10, 30, 50, 70, and 90 percent of the blade 
passage height from the outer wall. Additional radial survey stations 
a t  each axial s t a t ion  were located f r o m  2 t o  7 percent of the blade pas- 
sage height or within the boundary layer at both the hub and t i p  sec- 
t ions.  Static-pressure taps were located on the outer and inner passage 
w a l l s  at each of the ax ia l  measuring s ta t ions.  
I 
. 
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A t  the rotor M e t  (s ta t ion l), t o t a l  pressure and air angle were 
measured a t  a l l  radial survey stations including the stations in the 
boundary layer, whereas s ta t ic   p ressure  w a s  measured at  the f ive  major 
rad ia l  s ta t ions  and-a t  the  walls, A t  t he  rotor  out le t  (s ta t ion Z), to- 
tal temperature, total pressure, and angle were measured at all radial 
survey stations.  Static pressure was measured a t  the f ive  major radial 
s ta t ions and at the walls. In the investigation of the rotor alone, 
the tutal temperature after the rotor  was measured a t   th ree  circumferen- 
tial pos i t iow,  whereas in  the complete stage investigation the total  
temperature after the rotor waa measured at two circumferential positions. 
Downstream af the  s ta tors  (s ta t ion 3) t o t a l  temperature, t o t a l  pres- 
sure, and angle w e r e  measured and recorded  continually by an automatic 
recorder as each instrument was traversed cir-cumferentially across one 
blade passage. Circumferential surveys w e r e  made at the f i v e  major ra- 
dial positions; and at a f e w  weight-flow..po€nts, nieasurements of t o t a l  
presswe and t o t a l  temperature i n  the end regions -were included. S t a t i c  
pressure was found t o  be constant circumferentially across the s ta tor-  
blade-outlet passage and was therefore measured along a radial l i n e  a t  
the f ive  major stations.  Static pressure was also observed at the w a l l s .  
Weight-flow and efficLency checks of the data indicated good relia- 
b i l i t y .  The integrated weight flows measured at the three axial stat ions 
agreed within approximately 3 percent of the weight flow measured by the 
thin-plate  or i f ice .  The integrated maes-averkged adiabatic efficiencies 
agreed within approximately 3 percent of the  integrated mass-averag& 
momentum eff ic iencies .  
Procedure 
The investigation was divided into two phases: (1) investigation 
o f t h e   r o t o r  alone i n  which the rotor-blade-element, performance was ob- 
tained and (2 ) the complete-stage investigation i n  which the s t s tor -  
blade-element and over-all stage performances were obtained. The data 
for the rotor alone were taken at corrected speeds of 60, 80, 100, and 
105 percent.of design speed; whereas the c m l e t e - s t a g e  and s ta tor  data  
were taken a t  corrected speedrs of 60, 80, and 100 percent of design 
speed. Rotor and stage over-all performance!-were obtained by mass 
averaging the radial performances a t  a given axial  station. For the 
given rotor and stage, the ari thmetically averaged over-all performances 
were found t o  be equivalent t o  the more rigorous mass-averaged over-all 
performances and are  presented  to be consistent w i t h  the data presented 
in  reference 3. 
- I  
. .  
.I 
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Computations and Bymbols 
I The symbols and equations used i n  computing the  blade-element and 
stage performances are included i n  appendixes A and B, respectively. An 
i l l u s t r a t ion  of the  air a d  blade angles ueed i n   t h e  symbols and equa- 
t ions is shown in  figure 2. 
om-ALL 
Over-all Performance of Rotor and Stage 
The over-all performance of the  rotor  with and w i t h o u t  s t a to r  blades 
is presented in  f igure 3 for  cor rec ted  t ip  speeds of 600, 800, and 1000 
feet per second. For the blade-element investigation of the rotor alone, 
an overspeed run of 5 percent w a s  m a d e .  
A t  the design corrected tip speed of 1000 feet per second, for  the . rotor  alone,   the  rotor  design  total-pressure  ratio of 1.35 was obtained- 
i f o r   t h e  inlet boundary-layer  blockage fac tor  of 0.98 (ref. 3), which w-as 
at a corrected specific weight flaw of 34.4 pounds per second. per square 
foot of f ron ta l  area and at an ad-batic efficiency of 0.87. Allowing 
not considered i n  the rotor  design, the specif ic  w e i g h t  flow compared 
favorably with the design specific w e i g h t  flow of 34.9 pounds per second 
per square foot  of f ron ta l  area. Although a ro tor  peak adiabatic effi- 
ciency of 0.93 was obtained a t  design speed, an efficiency of only 0.87 
w a s  obtained a t  design speed and pressure ratio.  Peak rotor  eff ic iencies  
of 0.98 and 0.96 w e r e  obtained for the 80 and 60 percent design speeds, 
respectively. A t  5 percent overdesign speed, the rotor had a peak effi- 
ciency of 0.91 a t  a to ta l -pressure   ra t io  of 1.44. 
For the complete-stage investigation, the pressure ratio of 1.35 was 
obtained a t  a specif ic  weight flaw of 34.0 pounds per second per s q k e  
foot of f rontal  area and at an Etdfabatic efficiency of 0.86.- Peak stage 
efficiency a t  design speed w a s  approximately 0-88 and' occurred at a spe- 
c i f i c  weight flow of 33.3 pounds per second per square foot of f r o n t a l  
mea. Peak stage efficiencies of 0.91 and 0.94 were obtained for the 
80 and 60 percent design speeds, respectively. 
The stators,  in general ,  only slightly decreased the efficient op- 
erating range of the rotor .  The stage pwk, efficiency w8.s approximately 
1, 7, and 5 percent' less than the   ro tor  peak efficienciee for 60, 80, 
and 100 percent design speeds, respectively. 
L Stage  and  rotor 'performances -it each t i p  speed were limited t o  weight . 
V lower weight flaws w e r e  not  investtgated  because- of possible  blade 
flaws above those a t  which blade vibrations-were-indicated.  Although the  
magnitude of the vibrations encountered w a s  small, performances a t  the  
failure. 
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The over-all total -pressure  ra t io  determined fo r  the investigation 
of t h s r o t o r   a l o n e  in ref.erence.3 was  found,to be less than the over-all 
total -pressure  ra t io  determined from the  present blade-element perform- c 
ance investigation ( f i g .  4). The only variation between the two inves- 
t igat ions is that in reference 3 the rotor-outlet conditions w e r e  meas- 
ured at s t a t ion  3, whereas in the present blade-element investigation the 
rotor-outlet conditions were measured at s t a t ion  2. This loss i n  t o t a l  
pressure may be a t t r i bu ted   t o  (1) losses asgociated with boundary-layer 
growth on the outer casing, ( 2 )  mixing losses associated w i t h  the non- 
uniform flow  leaving  the  rotor, and (3)  probe errors due to   the  nonsteady (D 
flow. 7 M 
Evaluation of Total-Pressure Loss 
Calculations indicated that the bouildary-layer growth on the outer 
casing would not cause the magnitude of pressure losses obtained. The 
magnituile of the mixing losses  associated y l th  the nonuiif’orm flw leav- 
ing the   rotor  . i a  unknown. However, tKe m i x i n g  losses can  be quali tative- * 
ly evaluated. by the method of reference 5, Yn which the two-dimensional 
mixing losses associated with the flow leaving a blade row are ane- 
lyzed. Reference 5 points out that for. the: twq-dwensional compressible 
case {in the region of &ch nmber..encouiit%ied) mixing losses represent 
an increase of approximately 20 t o  40 perceht over the blade pressure 
losses measured immediately doanstreamof a blade row. In the blade end 
region where-the two-dimensional analysis of reference 5 breaks down, 
the mixing losses are probably  greater. . . 
. , . .. . 
The magnitude of the proheerrors invalved i n  measuring the t o t a l  
pressure downstream of a rotat$-w blade ro% is aiio. unknown. However, 
calculations show (mder  cer ta in  assypt iorw) that the magnitude of the 
probe errors  may be Ln the same order of magnitude as the mtx-ing losses. 
The magnitude of both the. mixing loss qn(i probe error  is a function of 
the wake profile  leaving  the blade row. . . 
. .  . .  
” . 
For a given speed the measured total-pressure loss between stations 
2 and 3 increased with radius as.shown forydesign speed i n  figure 5.- 
Since the rotor efficiency decreases toward the rotor  t ip  sect ion,  it is  
possible that the  flow at the  t i p  section is nonuniform and therefore 
caused greater mixing losses and probe errors. It w i l l  be.shown in the 
blade-element performance analysis that the. rotor t ip-section peak effi- 
ciency was  indicated aa 0.81. This t ipsec t ion  e f f ic iency  is approxi- 
mately 10 points lower than  the  rotor  tip-section peak efficiency of 
other  transonic  rotors (e. g., ref. 6 1 and therefore may cause pressG-e 
losses which under better flow conditions would not exis t .  
A total-pressure-loss coefficient (eq. ( 9 ) )  similar t o  the t o ta l -  
pressure-loss  coefficient used f m .  atator  blades waa determined for  the 
c 
jr  n 
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measured  loss  between  stations 2 &d 3. The loss coefficient  was  taken 
as  the  ratio  of  the  total-pressure l o s s  to  the  difference of the  total 
efficient  thus  described  was  obtaFned from the  data of figure 5 and is 
shown in  figure 6. In the  tLp  region  the  measured-  total-pressure-loss 
coefficient  reaches a value of 0.18. The  magnitude of the  total-pressure- 
loss coefficient  for  the  given  rotor is high,  and  it  pofnts  out  the  ne- 
cessity of a more  accurate  knowledge  of  associated mixing losses and  probe 
errors  behind  the  rotor-blade row. 
I and static pressures at the rotor outlet. The total-pressure-loss co- 
Rotor-Blade-Element  Performance 
The  over-all  performance  of  the  rotor  indicated  that rotor design 
weight. flow and  pressure-ratio  were  obtained,  but  that  design  efficiency 
was not. In-order to  further  analyze  the  performance of the  rotor, an 
c investigation of the rotor-blade-element performance is required. 
The  rotor-blade-element  performance  characteristics  are  presented . f o r  corrected  tip  speeds of 600, 800, 1O00, and 1050 feet per second in 
figures 7 to 13. The  data  were  determined from the  investigation of the 
rotor  alone  from  measurements  at axi l stations 1 and 2. 
Inlet  Conditions 
In the  design of the  rotor,  conditions of isentropic flow with no 
curvature  in  the flow passage  were  aesumed  at  the  rotor M e t  and, there- 
fore,  radial  constant  axial  velocity  was  predicted.  The  actual  axial 
velocity  at  the  rotor  inlet was not constant radially and is presented 
in figure 7 88 a plot of the  ratio of axial  velocity to mean-radius  axial 
velocLty  for  the  specific  weight  flows"  near  peak  efficiency at ea h  tip 
speed.  The.variation  between  the  actual  and  the  design  constant axial- 
velocity  distribution can be  attributed  to  the  effect of streamline 
curvature. 
The  variation of the  relative  inlet air angle against radius is pre- 
sented in figure 8. The  curves are presented  for various weight-flow 
points  at  each  tip s eed. .The  design  relative  inlet  air angles and the 
design  inlet  blade  angles  are  included on the  curves  for  the design speed. 
The  difference  between  the  expertmenial  relative  inlet a l r  angles  and  the 
design  relative  inlet air angle  is a result of the off-design axial- 
inlet air angle minus the  blade  inlet  angle)  varied  from 1' t  50 higher 
than the  design  value of 3O at all radLi. 
* velocity  distribution.  At  design  speed  the  incidence angle (relative 
. .  
P 8 
Rotor-Blade-Element Characteristics 
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The rotor-blade-.element performance characteristics (deviation an- 
gle,  total-pressure-loss coefficient,  relative inlet Mach number, dif- 
fusion factor,  axial-velocity.  ratio,  efficiency, and work coefficient-) 
are presented in  f igure 9 as a function ofincidence angle. The data 
are presented for the f ive  major radial statfons from hub to  t - ip .  Ex- 
tensive  data are presented t o  descr ibe  in  detail  the performance of' the 
rotor  and to   fu r the r  supplement the limited published data on transonic- 




There is no apparent trend .to the variation of the deviation angle 
with t i p  speed within the range investigated. A t  minimum-loss incidence 
angle a t  a l l  radii, the deviation arigles fo$ a l l  t i p  speeds agreed within 
approximately 1- of the values predicted by Carter's Rule (A = mq@) 
( re f .  7 ) .  A t  the lower fncidence angles, the deviation angles.tend t o  
increase, and this increase coincided with the sharp increase of the  




The low-loss region of the relative total-pressure-loss coefficient 
(ea. (3))  contracts and shifts t o  higher values ofi incidence angle 88 
the speed ( re la t ive  inlet  Mach number) i s  increased. A t  design speed 
( f ig .  9), tk-incidence angle corresponding to minimum loss increased 
from approximately 4' at the rotor  t i p  t o  80 at the rotor hub section. 
AB shown in   f igure  8, the rotor incidence ahgle at design speed and a t  
near peak-efficiency weight flow a l s o  varied from approximately 4' at 
the ro tm- t ip  sec t ion  to  8O a-he hub section. Thus it appears that 
the rotor blade w a s  actually operating near the minimum-loes incidence 
angle at all radii, although the assumed design incidence angle a t  dl. 
radii was 3O. AB shown by figure 9, the minimum-total-pressure-loss co- 
eff lc ient  at design .speed was approximately 0.025 f o r  a l l  r a d i i  except 
for the  t ip  sect ion,  where it increased t o  approximately 0.14. Exclud- 
ing the---tip section, the value of the minimum-total-pressure-loss coef- 
ficient  obtained i s  of the same .magnitude. ekperienced i n  other transonic 
rotor designs (ref. 8). 
. 
The marked increase of the total-pressure-loss coefficient at the 
t i p   s ec t ion  can be a t t r ibu ted   to  either increased blade loading or shock 
losses resulrting from the  high inlet r e l a t ive  Mach number. The -effect  
of Mach number asd blade loadlng can be  qualitatively  evaluated by means 
of the diffusion factor of reference 9. For rotor t ip sections (approxi- 
mately 10 percent of the blade height from the outer wall) reference 9 
presents a range.or band of total-pressure-loss coefficient against d i f -  
fusion factor  data. for rotors operating below the inlet re la t ive  Mach 
number at which large shock losses occur. A t  design speed the rotor-tip- 
section  total-preseure-loss  coefficients  corresponding  to the low-loss - 
incidence-angle range of figure 9 w e r e  compared w i t h  the data of 
8 





reference 9. By neglecting the low-incidence-angle point (maximum- 
weight-flow point), three of the four points fa l l  within the prescribed 
range; the fourth point fell just  outside the band. The corresponding 
maxim re la t ive  inlet Mach m b e r  was approximately 1.05. In reference 
8 the total-pressure-loss~coefficients f o r  the ro to r   t i p   s ec t ion  f e l l  
within the prescribed'bahd-of reference 9 fo r   r e l a t ive  W e t  Mach numbers 
up t o  1.15. It is therefore believed that the increased losses a t  the 
ro tor   t ip   sec t ion  can still be at t r ibuted  to   the  increase  in   blade load- 
Lng or   diffusion  factor  and the associated end losses and not t o  the in- 
creased l e v e l  of the r e l a t ive  inlet Mach  number. 'Ilhe increased diffusion 
fac tor  a t  the  t ip-section low-loss incidence-angle range can be a t t r ibu ted  
t o  the decrease i n  the axial velocity across the blade st that section. 
From the equation for the diffusion  factor (eq. (6) 1, the magnitude of 
the diffusion factor  f o r  a given value of turning (AVh) increaees as the 
r a t i o  of the  axial velocity across the blade and therefore VA/Vi are 
decreased. 
The var ia t ion of inlet r e l a t ive  %ch number w i t h  incidence angle is 
included i n  figure 9 .. A t  design speed  the  relative inlet Mach number 
corresponding t o  the minimum-loss incidence angle varied from approxi- 
mately 0.65,at   the  hub t o  1.05 at  the   t i p .  
The diffusion factor,  in  general, increased slightly w i t h  speed in  
t h e  low-loss region of incidence angle. Since the diffusion factor 
( ref .  9) and the associated values of the total-pressure-loss coefficient 
only pertain to the  low-lose incidence-angle range, the magnitudes o f . t h e  
diffusion  factor  outside this range axe re la t ive ly  unimportant. 
The variat ion of rotor  work input w i t h  incidence angle is presented 
in  f igu re  9 as a dimensiodes6 work coefficient (eq. (5)). A t  incidence 
angles corresponding t o  the  minirmun-loss region, the work-input coeffi- 
c i en t   va r i ed   l i t t l e  w i t h  speed. 
The blade-element efficiency at opt- incidence angle varied pri- 
marily w i t h  the magnitude of the total-pressure-loss coefficient. Blade- 
element efficiency at optimum incidence angle (eq. (611, which is a func- 
t i on  of work input, inlet r d a t i v e  Mach number, and total-pressure-loss 
coefficient, approached 100 percent over the greater portion of the blade 
but decreased t o  80 percent at the t i p  sec t ion   for  the higher speeds. 
Rotor-Blade-Outlet Conditions 
Ablaolute Mach numbery absolute air angle, and axlal-velocity distri- 
bution at the rotor  outlet   are  presented in figures 10 t o  12  as a function 
of radius. I n ,  figures 10 and 11 the data are presented for several  
weight-flow points for each t f p  speed. In figure 1 2  the data are pre- 
sented for two weight-flow points at design speed only. On the curves 
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of absolute outlet air angle for design speed ( f ig .  lo), the design 
stator-inlet-air angles and the  design stator-blade-inlet air angles are 
included. A t  the specific weight f1ow corresponding t o  peak efficiency L 
(approximately 33.72 Ib/(sec ) (sq f t  of f ronta l  area), the absolute 
rotor-outlet  air  angle (and therefore the s ta tor - in le t  air angle) varied 
from lo t o  100 higher than the design values shown i n  figure 10 or   in  
table  11. . This variation can be  a t t r ibuted  to  the nonuniform axial- 
velocity distribution at the rotor  outlet. Absolute rotor-outlet  Mach 
number ( f ig .  ll) at design speed and near-peak-efficiency weight flow 
increased from approximately 0.61 at the t i p   s e c t i o n   t o  0.80 a t  the hub 
section. The variation of absolute Mach number with r ad ius  a t  o the r  t i p  
speeds and weight flows was s i m i l m ,  but  the  level of the Mach number 
gradient varied. 
The radial dis t r ibut ion of the out le t   axial   veloci ty  at design speed 
and near-peak-efficiency w e i g h t  flows i s  presented in figure 1 2  as a r a t i o  
of the axial  veloct ty  to  the mean-radius ax id  ve loc i ty .  The difference 
between the  actual  and the design constant axial-velocity di8tribUtiOn6 
can be at t r ibuted to the e f fec t  of streamline curvature and entropy gra- 
dients- which w e r e  assumed negligible i n  the simplified design  procedure 
(simple radial equilibrium conditions). In  oriier to  evaluate  the effects  
of streamline curvature on the axial-velocity distribution, the procedure 
outlined i n  reference 10 w a s  followed. Included in figure 12 is the 
axial-velocity  distribution  predicted by the simple radial equilibrium 
equation w i t h  entropy gradients (ref. 10) as appl ied to  the measured ’ 
rotor-outlet conditians. The difference between the radial equilibrium 
solution w i t h  entropy gradients and the  actual  velocity  distribution can 
be a t t r i bu ted   t o  the effect  of streamline curvature which is neglected in  
the solution. 
In order t o   ve r i fy  the ef fec t  of hub curvature on the axial-velocity 
dis t r ibut ion at the rotor outlet ,  the axial-velocity distribution was 
determined experimentally by replacing the rotor  w i t h  a dummy hub section 
(blades removed) and draw- a i r  through the i n i t .  The *axial-velocity 
dis t r ibut ion thus obtained i s  presented. in f igure 13. The difference be- 
tween the  experimental  raiUal  velocity,  distribution  obtained w i t h  the 
dummy rotor  hub section and the constant axial velocity, figure 13, can 
be a t t r ibu ted  to  the effect  of hub curvature a t  the  ro tor .ou t le t .  In 
comparing figures 1 2  and W it can be seen that the magnitude of the  ef- 
f e c t  of curvature on radial axial-velocity  distribution as determined by 
simple radial equilibrium with entropy gradients (with rotor) and experi- 
mental resu l t s  w i t h  the rotor  removed are comparable. The  Mach  number 
a t  the rotor outlet  in both cases w a s  equivalent. For the given rotor, 
hub curvature caused approximately 8 percent maxirmun var ia t ion   in  radial 
axial-velocity distribution. In-the design of.law hub-tip ratio rotors 
wfth high pressure ratio, radial axial-velocity distributions of t h i s  
magnitude should be taken into account. 
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The  blockage  factor  for  the  rotor  outlet  at  design  speed varied
little  with  weight f low and  at  rotor mer-all peak  efficiency was ap- 
proximately 0.97. - 




for  corrected  tip  speeds of 600, 800, and 1000 feet per second. The data 
ments 1/2 inch  upstream and 1 inch  downstream of the  stator  blades. 
w were  obtained  from  the  investigation of the  complete  stage  from  measure- 
Inlet  Conditions 
The  stator-inlet  conditions or the  rotor-outlet  conditions fo r  the 
investigation  of  the  complete  stage vari d little-from  the rotor-outlet 
conditions  obtained  from  the  investigation of the  rotor  alone  for a-given a- I speed and flow. The  rotor-outlet  conditions  (figs. 10 to 12) can  there- 
$. 0 @J fore be taken as the stator-blade-inlet conditions. 
w Blade-Element  Characteristics 
The  blade-element  characteristics of the  stator  blades  are  presented 
in  figure 14. The  data  are  presented  at  three  tip  speeds for the five 
mJor radial  stations  from  hub to tip. 
The  stator  total-pressure-loss  coefficient  (eq. (7)) is  defined a,s 
the  ratio f the  difference  between  the  outlet  free-stream  total  pres- 
sure  and  the  averaged  total  pressure  to  the  difference  between  the  inlet 
total and static  pressures. As in the  case of reference 8, the  free- 
stream  total  pressure was taken  as  the  average of the  free-stream  pres- 
s m e  outside of the  wake  region. In the  case of the  hub  region  where a 
clear  distinction of wake  regions  could  not  be mad , the  free-stream 
pressure  was  taken  as  the maximum free-stream  pressure.  Eub-section 
losses may therefore  appear  somewhat  large. A typical  variatfon of the 
measured  total  pressure  at  the  stator  outlet  from hub to tip  is  presented 
in figure 15. The total-pressure  dfstrfbutions  presented  in  the  figure 
are  for  the  near-peak-efficiency  weight flaw at  design  speed. As demon- 
strated  by  the  hub-section  total-pressure  distribution, no clear  aistinc- 
tion can be  made  between  the wake region and the  free-stream  pressure. 
L For a l l  sections except the hub region, increasing the Mach number 
to  approximately 0.7 had  little  effect on the  magnitude  of  the minimum 
value of the  stator loss coefficient.  The  increase of Mach number did, 
however,  tend  to  reduce  the law-loss incidence-angle  range. 
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The optimum incidence angle for all blade sections excluding the hub 
section corresponded to the de8ign incidence angles (table 11) used i n  
the  statar  design. Ebwever, the  s ta tor  t i p  section (fig. 10) operated I 
at off-design inlet a i r  angles (a& therefore'off-design Incidence-angles) 
i n  t h e  range- of specific weight f lows corresponding to   over -a l l  peak stage 
efficiency. Since the total-pressure-loss coefficient remained re la t ive ly  
constant over a large range of incidence angles at the s t a t o r   t i p   s e c t i o n  
( f ig .  15), the s ta tor  t tp  sec t ions  still opereted in a region of re la-  
tively.low loss at  the off-design incienc-e angles. 
The magnitude of $he minimum total-pressure-loss coefficient in- 
creased sharply at  the s ta tor  hub section. At the equivalent t ip speed 
of 600 f e e t  per secona, the minimum loss at the hub section wa6 approxi- 
mately twice the minimum loss a t  design speed'for the other blade sec- ' 
tions. "he magnitude of the. total-pressure-loss coefficient a t  the hub 
section also increased sharply with t i p  speed.gnd at design speed reached 
a value oCO.175. From f igge  14, the stator  .diffusion f a c t o r  .(eq. (8)) 
at optimum incidence  angle  increased. from a mixium value- of approxi- 
mately 0.35 at the t ip  sec t ion  to"0.6- at- the hub section. Reference 9, 
however, shows that for  s t a to r  blades an increase'. of- the diffusion qr 
blade-loading  factor up t o  0 -6  -does  not  cause  .increased  values of the 
total-pressure-loss coefficient. It appears, {therefore, that the in- 
creased loss  at the s ta tor  hub section is not &n ef fec t  of- aiffusion fac- 
to r .  The increased loss  at the stator-blade hub section must therefore 
be a t t r ibu tab le   to  (1). separat.$on._of. the boundary layer at the hub, 
(2)  Mach number, and (3) the  rad ia l  inward shiflt of .  the outer-casing 
boundary layer caused by the  static-pressure  distribution  within  the 
blade  passages. . .  . -.. . .. 
. .  " 
I. 
Separation of the boundary layer seems feasible  because of the  sharp 
change i n  the slope of the hub ( f ig .  1) a t  the s ta tor  inlet. However, a 
subsequent investigation of tbe stator-bl"kde perY6miiance Mth a redesigned 
hub section (gradual chmgf+inhub curvature). did .not appreciably reduce 
the loss a t  the stator-blade hub section. 
The s ta tor -b lade   c r i t i ca l  i a e t  mch.number wa8 calculated for  the  
hub section a t  desLgR -conditions. -For the- given blade cofifiguration the 
minimum throat area occurred upstream of the blad& passage, and the 
corresponding c r i t i c a l  inlet Mach nupber a t - e i c h  a Mach number of 1.0 
was reached a t  the minimum throat area was. c$l@&ed.to be. approximately 
0.75. The actual  inlet .  Mach.  ngmber f o r  the atator hvb sec%ion at design 
conditions (design incidence angle) was 0.82 ' a t  -100 percent design spec 
and 0.715 a t  80 percent. des.ign speed (fig. 14). Since large losses were 
experienced a t  both 80 and 100 iercent  des-igd.'speed& 'and Bince the  qiti- 
c a l  in le t  Mach number was based on the minimiun.thr.oat a r e a  upstream of 
the blade passage,. it is not defini te  whether. or  not a choking- condition 
existed. 
c 
. .  
" .  , - . "" . . .  . .  I 
"" . . "- 
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It is also possible that the increased-losses at  the stator hub sec- 
t i o n  w e r e  caused by the radial inward s h i f t  of the casing boundary-layer 
blade passagek; it is unable- t o  support- the static-pressure gradient . 
dp/dn imposed upon it by the curved path (tangential  direction) of the 
free-stream velocity withfn the stator passages. Consequently, since 
- a i r .  As t h e  casing boundary layer   enters   the  t ip .sect ion of the   s ta tor -  
- 
9 = p -, the  radius of curvature must decrease -when the  velocity at dn vz r C  
the outer w a l l  decreases. The decreaee i n  t h e  radius of curvature causes 
the  casing boundary-layer a i r   t o   c o l l e c t  on the suction surface of the 
s ta tor-blade t ip  sect ions.  When t he  boundary layer on the blade suction 
surface a t  all other  radi i  i s  suff ic ient ly  large,  the radial s t a t i c -  
pressure  distribution (imposed by the  upstream  absolute  whirl  velocity) 
forces the air  rad ia l ly  inward toward the stator-blade hub section. ' 
The stator  deviation  angle  varied little with incidence angle or  tip 
speed in  the region of low-loss total-pressure coefficient.  A t  optimum 
incidence angle the deviation angle a t  dl blade sections except the hub 
w e r e  within 1' of the design value (table 11). - 
The sharp decrease in  the axial-veloci ty  ra t io  across  the s ta tor  
blades at the hub section can be a t t r ibu ted  t o  decrease i n  flow through 
that region of the blades. The- decrease in flow is caused by the  in- 
creased  total-pressure  losses. 
Outlet Condition 
The var ia t ion of the stator-outlet  absolute Mach nmber, the abso- 
lute. turning angle,  and the total-pressure-loss coefficient are plot ted 
against  radius in figures 16 t o  18. The data axe presented for three 
corrected specific weight flows a t  each t i p  speed. AB shown by figure 
16, approximately &iaL&Fr flow as indicated by t h e   o u t l e t , a i r  angles 
of zero were obtained a t  all radii f o r  all t i p  speeds and specif ic  weight 
flows. 
The totd-pressure-loss coefficient (fig.  18) increased sharply a t  
the blade hub sec t ion  for  all t i p  speeds. As previously pointe&out, the 
increased loss at  the  hub section may be a t t r ibu ted   t o   t he  radial i n w a x d  
shift of the outer-casing boundary layer or  t o  Mach number. The in- . . 
creased loss  at the   s ta tor   t ip   sec t ion   pr inc ipa l ly  a t  design speed was 
caused by operation of the  blade  section at off-design incidence angles. 
The increased loss  at the   t ip   sec t ion   wi th in  0.25 inch from the  wall f o r  
the lower speeds can be attributed t o  boundary-layer losses.  
& 
The out le t  blockage fac tor  at design speed for  the   s t a to r s  varied 
.I slightly  with weight flow and was approximately 0.94 f o r  mer-all stage 
peak-eff  iciency  weight flow. 
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
The following  results were obtained from the blade-elementrhves- 
t iga t ion  of the performance of a 0.4 hub-tip ratio transonic axial-flow 
stage. 
1. A t  design corrected t i p  speed of-1090 feet  per second, the design 
s tage  total-pressure  ra t io  of' 1.35 was o b t a M a t  a correctea specific 
an adiabatic efficiency of 0.86. Peak efficiencilF6 of 0.88, 0.91, and 
0.94 were obtained at  100, 80, and-60  percent  design speeds, respectively. 3 
weight f low of 34.0 pomd8 per  %ec'bli  per s&are foot of f ronta l   a rea  -and ._ 
M 
2. Simplified design procedures for  the rotor  which neglect entropy 
gradients and curvature terms i n  the equations of motion were not suf- 
f iciently  accurate  for  the  determination  of.  velocity  distribution and 
flow angles i n  the design of transonic axial-flm stages with low hub- 
t i p   r a t i o s  and high  pressure  ratios. 
3. The increased loss a t  the   t i p   s ec t ion   fo r  low hub- t ipra t io   ro tors  . 
may still be attributed to increased blade loading or diffusion factor 
fo r   r e l a t ive  inlet Mach numbers  up t o  1.05. . -. 
L 
4.  A t  des-ign-speed o v e r - e  peak efficiency, the rotor-blade sec- 
tions aperated at optimum but off-design.incidence-angles. - 
5. For the  given  rotor  design  in which the  rotor  t ip-section peak 
efficiency was 0.81, s ignif icant  measured total-pressure loss at t r ibuta-  
b le  t o  mixing losses and probe errors were found t o  exist. 
6. The rotor-blade-element deviation angles at minimum loss were 
within 1;' .of-the  values predict& by Carter ' s  Rul+ 
7. The large losses experienced at the  s ta tor  hub were at t r ibuted 
t o   t h e   r a d i a l  inward s h i f t  of outer-casing boundary layer and t o  Mach 
number.  The increased losses experienced at t h e  s t a to r  t i p  s ec t ion  were 
caused by mismatching of stator incidence angles at that section. 
Lewis Plight Propulsion Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee fo r  Aeronautics 
Cleveland, Ohio, September 29, 1954 
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SYMBOLS 
The following symbols are used in   th i s   repor t :  
blade radial measuring s ta t ions 
D,E 
% compressor f ronta l  area, sq ft 
cL coefficient of lift 


















d i f f  us ion  factor 
acceleration due to  gravi ty ,  32.17 ft /sec 
t o t a l  enthalpy, ft-ib/lb 
angle of incidence, angle between tangent t o  blade mean camber 
2 
l i n e  at leading edge and inlet air m e c t i o n ,  deg 
mechanical equivalent of heat, 778 ft-lb/Btu 
Mach number 
var iable   in  C a r t e r '  6 r u l e  
direct ion normal to   s t reamline 
total pressure, lb/sq f t  
s ta t ic  pressure ,  ~b/sq  f t  
radius, in.  
radius of curvature of streamline, in. 
t o t a l  temperature, OR 
s t a t i c  temperature, OR 
blade speed, f t/sec 
velocity of air, f t /sec 
W weight flow, ,l.b/sec -  
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z radius  ratio,  r/rt 
a angle of attack, angle between blade chord and inlet a b ,  deg 
f3 angle between velocity  vector and rotor  axis, deg 
y r a t i o  of specif ic  heats 
6 r a t i o  of inlet-  pressure to standard NACA sea-level  pressure, 
P/2116.2 . . . . . . . . - . 
6' deviation angle, angle between tangent t o  mean  camber l i n e  a t  blade 
trailing edge and air  direction, deg 
q adiabatic  efficiency 
8 r a t i o  of i n l e t - t o t a l  temperature t o  atandard NACA sea-level t e m -  
perature, T/518.6 
u so l id i ty  r a t io ,  r a t io  of blade chord t o  blade spacing 
cp blade camber angle, deg 
R blade inlet angle, angle between tangent to blade mean line and 
rotor  axis at blade leading edge, deg 
w total-pressure-loss  parameter 
Subscripts: 
av average 
b blade element 
f free  stream 
M mixing loss and probe error  
. I .  
.. . 
m mean 
R rotor  
S s t a to r  
t t i p  
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1 
z axial direct ion 
- 8 tangential   dfrection 
0 compressor depression  tank 
1 rotor  inlet 
\9 2 rotor   out le t  (stater inlet 1 
T 3 s t a to r  outlet 
3 
Superscript: 
I re la t ive   to   ro tor  
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APPENDIX B 
EQUATICN?S 
The equatione used for the blade-element and over-all performance 
are included below. "." . - . . . . . 
Complete stage. - The over-all  arithmetical-averaged  adiabatic ef- 
ficiency for the complete stage is 
n 
n=l  
Y = x; 
The over-all arithmetical-averaged total-pressure ratio is 
Rotor-blade  element. - The equation for the rotor-blade-element 
relative total-pressure  coefficient (ref. 9) is 
?R= 
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design  and % is the  wheel  rotational Mach number (outlet  wheel tan- 
* gential velocity divided by inlet relative stagnation velocity of sound). 
The  blade-element  adiabatic  efficiency  is 
In terms  of a, Mi, and T2/Tl, the  blade-element  adiabatic  efficiency 
(ref. 6) is for (%) = 1.0 
p1 ideal 
( .  - 1.9 
The  following is the  equation for the dimensionless work coeffi- 
cient  (ref. 6): 
Stator-blade  element. - The  total-pressure-loss  coefficient for the 
stator-blade  element is 
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The equation for the diffusion factor (ref. 9 )  i s  
D S =  (.-?)+ b,2 - b , 3  
2v20s 
Rotor-alone performance. - The mixing-loss and probe-error total- 
pressure-loss coefffcient 'for the investigation of the rotor alone is 
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Figure 1. - Schematic view of compressor stage passage. 
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(a)  Radisl s t a t im  A .  
*l* 
(b) Radial  s t a t lm  B. 
0 
( 0 )  Radial station C. 
(a) Radial station D. 
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(e) Radial statim E. 
Figure 6. - Mixing-loss and probe-error 
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Correoted spec i f ic  
H*/8/6Af, 
lb/( sec)  (aq f t )  
0 34.15 
0 31.72 (W. efficiency 
33.72 (Max. eff ioiency 
A 26.33 
V 25.73 
D 23.42 (Max. ef f ic iency)  
( b )  Corrected rotar   t ip  speed Udd, 800 f e e t   ( c )  .Corrected rotor  t ip speed Wdd, BOO feet 
Figure 7 .  - Variation of in le t  ax ia l -ve loc i ty  ra t io  with radius at  rotor inlet .  
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Figure 9 .  - Continued. Rotor-blade-element data. 
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( c )  Radial s t a t i o n  C (r = 5.33 i n . ) .  
Figure 9 .  - Continued. Rotor-blade-element data. - 
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(d) Radial s t a t i o n  D (r = 4.66 In.). 
Figure 9. - Continued. Rotor-blade-element data. 
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(a] Badlsl a t a t l a r  E (r - 5.88 in.). 
Figvra 8 .  - Conoluded. Rotor-blade-element data. 
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abeolute  air an&lc at rotor  cutlet. 
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(a) Rotor corrected t i p  speed U+/fl, 
I 
8W feet  per second. 
Radius, 
(b) Corrected rotor t i p  speed Ud.@, 
1000 feet  per second. 
Figure 11. - Radial variation of ab6 
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(d) Corrected rotor tip speed U J d ,  
6 0 0  feet  per second. 
lolute Mach  number at rotor outlet. 
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Radius, r, in. 
(b) Corrected specific weight flow W~fi704, 32.96 
pounds per second per square foot .  
B t g u r e  12. - Radial equilibrium comparison f o r  ro to r -  
o u t l e t  axial velooity. R o t o r  oorreoted t i p  sped 
~~ t , / f l ,  1000 feet per sea-. 
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Figure 13. - Axial-velocity distrfbution at rotor 
outlet with  rotor blades removed. Corrected spe- 
c i f i c  weight f l o w  W f l , h + ,  32.68 pounds per eec- 
ond per square foot. 
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(a) Radial e t a t l o n  A (r = 6.67 in.). 
Figure 14. - Stator-blade-element data. 
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( b )  Radial station B (r = 6.01 In.) 
Figure 14. - Cmtbued. Stator-blade-element data. 
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Figure 14. - Continued. Stator-blade-element data. 
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(d) Radial station D (r = 4.71 in.). 
Figure 14. - Continued. Stator-blade-element  data. 
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(a) Rsdisl station E (r - 4.08 in.). 
Figure 14. - Conoludad. Stator-blade-elemant data. 
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(a) Radial station A (r - 6.67 i n . ) .  
1.5 
1 . 4  
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(b) Radial station B (r - 6.01 i n . ) .  
1.5 
1 .4  
1.3 
32 ( c )  F l ~ U l a l  station c (r - 5.36 in.). 
(d) Ftadlal atation D (r = 4.71 i n . ) .  
Ciraumiercntial poaitlon, percent 
( e )  Radial station E (r I 4.06 In.). 
Figure 15. - CFrcumferential variatia, of measured 
t o t a l  pressure at stator outlet. Corrected apecific 
weight flon Wn.4/8+, 33.32 pounds per sec 
square foot; correctea rotor t i p  spaed U + / ~ , p & 3  
f b e t  per sea&. 
. .  
R a d i u s ,  
V 28.77 (MBX. efY?lciency) 
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r, in. 
(b) Corrected rotor t i p  ep& U t / f i ,  (c) Correct& rotor t i p  s p e d  Ut/& 
800 feet per second. 600 f e e t  per secod.  
Pignre 18. - R a d i a l  varlation of absolute air Outlet angle at stator outlet .  
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(a) Corrected r o t o r  tip speed Ut/@, 
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Rad&, r, in. 
(b) Corrected rotor tip speed Ud@, (c) Corrected r o t o r  tip speed Ut/@, 
800 feet per  second. 600 feet per second. 
Figure 17. - R-adial variation of absolute Mach  number at atator outlet. 
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(a) Corrected rotor t i p  speed Ut/@, 800 feet  per  second. 
Radius, in. 
( c )  Corrected rotor t i p  speed Ut/@, 600 feet  per  eecond. 
Figwe 18. - Radial variation of total-preseure-loss coefficient at stator 
outlet. 
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